
Kwik Kopy Mascot  
Customer Testimonials

What our customers are saying about us...



Introduction

At Kwik Kopy, our clients inspire us everyday to go above and beyond to find 
solutions that help them succeed in their business. From reliable business printing, 
poster and banner printing, creative graphic design or innovative online solutions, 
we can help you achieve your current and future business goals.

We regularly seek feedback from our customers and love to hear how we helped, 
and even where we could improve. These are some of the comments and reviews we 
received from customers over the last few years.

We have a long and thorough background in meeting the needs of Small to Medium 
businesses. For more information about our products or services and how we can 
help, talk to us today.
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I have dealt with Kwik Kopy on a few occasions over the last 2 months, and 
on every occasion they have been spot on!! Quick service and a super fast turn 
around! I couldn’t believe how quick the service was, and the products were 
perfect!

 
 MickN - Sales Manager

12/11/2019
Great Service, Great Products, Quick 
turn around!!

Emma and team are amazing! they respond quickly to emails and action all of our orders in a 
quick turn around time!

 SarahS17 - Ops Associate

13/11/2019Great Customer service!

I’ve started work 3 months ago & we do up monthly newsletter for our Clients & the service I 
received was amazing & also we got our Newsletter delivered within 3 days

 Nita - Receptionist

13/11/2019Very Quick service & even faster delivery time

I starting using Kwik Copy  a couple of months ago and every time they are exceptional. The guys 
at Mascot are amazing

 Jess123456789 

13/11/2019Great Service. Knew exactly  what I was after

Kwik Kopy Mascot

“ ”
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I have ordered business cards quite a few times from Kwik Kopy Mascot and was impressed with 
the great customer service. It was a straightforward process made easier by Emma who was very 
helpful. She coordinated everything in a timely manner, from her responses to my questions to 
the delivery of the product. Highly recommended!

 Maria N 

10/09/2019Great customer service!

I required these printed in record time. I called staff and they started printing as I was on my 
way. So when I arrived they were just about ready,

 Fernado - Estimator Procurement

10/09/2019
Urgent architectural large format plans re-
quired

KwikKopy helped us out and couldn’t have been more helpful. Thank you.

 Linda123 

10/09/2019Exceptional service

Using Kwik Kopy Mascot very regularly, we’ve never had a problem. Quick to respond, assists with 
designs when needed and fast delivery. Thanks!

 Zac1 - Marketing

14/08/2019Quick and easy service
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Kwik Kopy Mascot has serviced our business for several years and has always been responsive and 
reliable in delivering a professional service.

 John Meaney - Director

14/08/2019Great service & Fast Delivery

I visited kwikkopy 2 weeks ago and I was so happy I did, it is located near my place; the man who 
serviced me was very friendly

 Eimmy - Marketing Assistant

15/08/2019Good service and nice staff

Alan provided excellent service and speed in completing the work I requested.

 Haydos - National Account Manager

10/07/2019Great service and quality of work

I can always count on Emma from Kwik Kopy Mascot to print whatever it is I 
need. Not only is the printing always super fast and delivered to where I need 
it, but everything always looks great and professional. We’ve printed a range of 
things, including some beautiful gold leaf flyers which looked amazing! Emma 
offers solutions to problems, makes great recommendations, and has also fixed 
up some of my dodgy design work! Nothing is ever difficult or a problem with 
Kwik Kopy Mascot. 

 AmyU - Sales And Marketing Executive

28/06/2019We wouldn’t go anywhere else!“ ”
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Really happy with the service, and they always come through when we need them!

 JulieBebb - Marketing Manager

12/06/2019Speedy turnaround

Super prompt, helpful and efficient when I was desperate for large scale, fast menu printing for 
our high-end Sydney Airport restaurants. Definitely recommended.

 LauraEmiratesLR - Marketing Coordinator

13/05/2019Great Experience.

I’ve been really impressed by the service provided by Emma at the Mascot office. 
Not only are Emma and her staff efficient but she always delivers my prints with 
a smile and jellybeans! Thanks Emma 

 Shanssen - Corporate Reception And Admin

12/04/2019That little bit extra“ ”
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I have used Kwik Kopy for some customer stickers and flags recently. Every time I have bee happy 
with the quality of the products however some of the quotes have been considerably higher than 
other suppliers, forcing us to look elsewhere. Other than that I find the customer service excellent 
and have had an all round pleasant experience when dealing with Kwik Kopy.

 Mattm - Health And Safety Administrator

10/04/2019Great Service, Quality Product, but Expensive

Needed small A5 folders for training along with printed inserts at very short notice. The staff 
were amazing and delivered.

 Dave01 - Learning And Development Manager

10/04/2019Great Service, Quick turnaround

I purchased an online order online a month ago and received great service!

 Bea10 - Receptionist

10/04/2019friendly and attentive!

Both service and products were fantastic and all delivered so quick!

 Sd94 - Safety Admin

10/04/2019Great Service
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Great service and quick response to queries. Great service and quick response to queries

 Richard243 - General Manager

16/01/2019Great service and quick response to queries

Kwik Kopy in Mascot are always so helpful and efficient with our printing needs, and I know I 
am able to trust their recommendations to ensure the quality of production is the best for our 
requirements.

 SashaMc - Marketing Executive

10/12/2018Top quality production

I emailed what I needed with a very tight timeline and MAGIC IT WAS COMPLETED!

 Human care australia - Medical Rep

11/12/2018Excellent SERVICE

Have used Kwik Kopy Mascot for the last three years and have always had 
an amazing customer experience. Their attention to detail, level of individual 
customer focus, consultative approach and commitment to producing the best 
quality output is hard to compete with. I find everyone working there to be 
warm, friendly and welcoming and this is another reason why I keep coming 
back to them for all of our learning and development printing and design needs.

 
 Greg2018 - Nat. Training & Development Manager

11/12/2018No.1 Printing Option In Sydney“ ”
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I constantly work with Kwik Kopy Mascot on a weekly basis and love the high quality products 
with a quick turn around. I have always used Kwik Kopy at the Mascot location and will continue 
to do so.

 RenaeJ - Sales And Marketing Coordinator

9/10/2018Highest Quality products & great services

I was looking for a print shop to produce a package of documents (reports & drawings) to be 
delivered to a business in Mascot. Kwik Copy responded to my request quickly, printed the 
documents efficiently and delivered the package, all as required.

 Alastair - Architect

10/09/2018Great, No-Fuss Service!

the invite to my exhibition was terrific and Alan was very helpful in the layout and design of it 
and will use you again.

 Arty - Head

14/08/2018exhibition invite

We know we can always trust Kwik Kopy Mascot to turn a print job around to meet out 
deadlines!

 Teri - Events Coordinator

14/08/2018Great Service
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I have a document which is prepared twice a year, always under time pressure for a major event.  
It is A5, double-sided and bound and looked amazing.  I increased the quantity this time but it 
still arrived when I need it.  I never have to fret about if it’s going to happen on time.

 MEP NthSyd - EA To CEO

4/04/2018Time sensitive job done well; looks superb

No matter how challenging the task or time constraints Kwik Kopy Mascot delivers

 Teresa2020 - Events & Community F/Raising Coord

14/12/2017Great Service

Emma always responds quickly to my quote requests, their responses always come in first (faster 
than any other printer I’ve worked with). They goes above and beyond to help find solutions and 
are very practical. Their work is excellent quality and I highly recommend their services.

 CathyS - Retail Manager

14/12/2017Excellent service

Emma is always professional and even when we have last minute prints given to her that need to 
be returned in a few days, she will always make sure it is ready on time.

 Pullmansa - Marketing Executive

14/12/2017Great service and fast turnaround
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I have ordered business cards last week for an employee, the order was processed and delivered 
quickly despite a busy period before Christmas.

 Ksusha - Admin

14/12/2017Easy ordering, quick delivery!

Always a seamless and efficient customer experience from ordering to pickup. 
I find the team at Mascot to always put the customer first and go out of their 
way to assist me with my printing needs. I would definitely recommend them to 
anyone printing for personal or business purposes 

 Greg2018 - Training & Development Manager

13/12/2017
Consistently superior customer  
experience

Quick turnaround for A1 colour drawings, and print quality is great. Staff went above and beyond 
to get the prints ready for me on a busy day.  They even offer delivery if you can’t get to the store 
yourself!  Really helpful!

 Katherineball - Architect

30/10/2017Great, fast service with friendly staff

Very happy with speed and professionalism. Occasional printing faults of a very minor kind, but 
outweighed by the service.

 Maroubra - Pastor

25/08/2017
Appreciate the personal service and turn-
around.

“ ”
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Staff were efficient, friendly, gave practical advice and did the job in a timely manner.

 Peter123 - Property Manager

21/07/2017A great job !

I order online and prints were ready next day! didn’t have to move out of my desk they organised 
all for my from the comfort of my own office

 Carina - BDM

21/07/2017friendly approach, fast service

THIS IS THE 3RD TIME I HAVE USED KWIK KOY MASCOT, THE STAFF ARE VERY EFFICIENT, CLEAR 
AND CONCISE AND FOLLOW DIRECTIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS WELL

 Shaneo - Owner

21/07/2017
GREAT SERVICE, EASY TRANSACTIONS, WILL 
USE AGAIN

Thanks for providing printing services at such short notice and delivering to our distributors on 
time.

 Artisanathome - Chief Crafty Lady

19/06/2017Quality Product and Quick Service
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everything was fine (have not used the product yet)

 Johnd - Owner

19/06/2017service was good and fast ,and staff friendly

Excellent team at Mascot.  Can’t do enough to help

 Clinton Metcalfe - Teacher

17/06/2017Great service and communication

Recently requested some business cards and plans to be printed. It was arranged quickly and 
hand delivered (which was a nice touch) as I hadn’t requested that.

 Building company - Office Manager

7/06/2017great personal service

After the passing of my father in April I used  Kwik Kopy printing service to create an Order of 
Service for the Memorial.  The team at Kwik Kopy Mascot (Sydney) and in particular Ben Wood 
were extremely helpful and professional. This difficult experience was made easier through great 
service.

 Moary - Director Of Aquatic Sport

7/06/2017Order of Service - Memorial
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We had a large order of printed envelopes, multiple sizes and designs. The Mascot office 
was extremely helpful, providing advice and communication to ensure our large project was 
successful.

 NatalieS - Project Administrator

7/06/2017Fantastic service and great communication

KK always respond quickly - even when the deadline is very tight. We are always 
happy with the quality of the printing and the value for money. And they deliver 
to my home when the timing is tight.

 
 Norman - Director

24/04/2017Great quality and value for money

The process from getting a quote to print delivery is quick easy and done in a professional 
manner. The review process also makes sure that your artwork is correct before it goes to print. 
Finally, the quality of the end product is everything we asked for. Perfect service and look forward 
to returning soon.

 James86 - Creative Director

21/04/2017Quick and Professional

I was extremely impressed with the service we received by Kwik Kopy Mascot. The process was 
easy, efficient and seamless. They even personally dropped it to our office building.

 Jemma - HR & Talent Acquisition Specialist

21/04/2017Fantastic Service from Kwik Kopy Mascot

“ ”
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Emma at Kwik Kopy Mascot was so helpful & thorough in ensuring the colours & design for the 
cards were exactly what I wanted

 Billy66 - Manager

21/04/2017Business cards

Emma is wonderful at getting quotes to me, following up and delivering quickly - thank you!

 Nikireadycare - Client Service Manager

2/04/2017fast efficient

Worked with Kwik Kopy over a few months to design, price & produce a work book. The staff 
could not have been more helpful and accommodating especially as the times we could meet 
were limited & before or after their start/finish hours but they were still more than happy to 
accommodate

 Charlie63 

2/04/2017Excellent Service, a pleasure to deal with

Dropped of some A2 prints for scanning and copying.  Slick service

 Stealth - Project Manager

23/03/2017Scanning and copying
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I was looking for quotes at four other places and Kwik Kopy came in at one of the best prices - 
from there the staff I spoke with seemed very knowledgeable and helpful so I chose to give them 
a shot- We have since used them again and are happy we did so in the first place. Well priced 
and very nice & knowledgeable staff!

 Jasa - Office Manager

23/03/2017
Well priced and very nice & knowledgeable 
staff!

Staff were quick to get back to me with suggestion for Stickers I needed made. After that the 
process was very simple and fast.

 Gemmawcx - Safety Admin

21/03/2017helpful staff and great products

Always quick, efficient, friendly, professional service

 Alyv - Corporate Receptionist

19/01/2017service

I requested assistance from Kwik Kopy to develop and produce a one off photo album of student 
special moments as Christmas gifts for our volunteers.  They had just four days turn around and 
the final product was out

 Teresa2020 - Events & Community F/Raising Coord

17/01/2017Presentation Photo Albums
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The Team, Emma and Phi; at Kwik Kopy were fantastic - they ensured that despite the incredibly 
short (unrealistic really) they were able to ensure that we received this job in time for an 
upcoming Christmas Party - the items are gifts for our wonderful volunteers. The finished 
products were amazing - better than I had hoped for...Well done Emma!

 Teresa2020 - Events & Community Fundraising Coordinator

9/12/2016Presentation Night Photo Books

Needed A1 printed Printer was playing up but sales man was trying his best and got me out of 
trouble even thou it was well past closing time

 Big bad brad - Electrician

8/12/2016Fantastic service with a smile

I requested some dockets books for our project. The staff at Mascot did the design just as I 
wanted it and got the printing done very quickly. The books got delivered to site. Excellent 
quality.

 Iggy - Contract Manager

18/11/2016Professional

Phil at Mascot was friendly, helpful, followed up on my initial request and provided my flyer 
within the time frame required. Nothing was too difficult.

 Mick Parnell - Director Sales Aust And Nzo

8/11/2016Parnell Flyer
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I use KwikKopy in both Sydney (Mascot) & Melbourne (South Yarra) and both stores have treated 
me well over the years with competitive pricing, quality work and fast turn arounds.

 NickGug - Business Manager

28/10/2016Consistently great service!

We use Kwik Kopy Mascot for all of our printing requirements and they always 
provide a competitive quote and fast, reliable service. 

 Nsbb - Sales & Marketing Coordinator

18/10/2016Competitive prices and speedy service

The staff and knowledge at the Mascot location have be fantastic, always willing to explain the 
options and a very quick turn around with great quality

 Mark Davis - Store Manager

18/10/2016Viridian Trade Centre

I contacted Kwik Kopy for a same-day print job of 200 A6 postcards. They were very 
accommodating and finished the job well within the time frame.

 Jennish_music - Head Of Design (Graphic)

22/09/2016Very quick service

“ ”
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Emma was quick to respond with no fuss, pricing was competitive

 Mark Davis - Store Manager

22/09/2016Great service

They even designed a sample card for me without asking. Nothing was a problem and I was kept 
informed of the order along the way

 Gary - Director

22/09/2016Prompt and Professional

I visited kwik Kopy 3 weeks ago to print a flyer for work. The transaction was quick at a very 
affordable price and the paper quality looked great. Will definitely recommend kwik Kopy  to 
businesses partners and friends.

 Carina - Businesses Development Manager

22/09/2016Superior quality paper and quick service.

I am very happy dealing with the Mascot office.  Very professional staff and excellent quality 
product.

 Clinton Metcalfe - Teacher

29/08/2016Excellent customer service
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We have had a couple of jobs done by Kwik Kopy at Mascot - and NOTHING is ever an issue. They 
have such a wonderful can-do attitude. And we get our jobs dropped off at the office too!

 Jt007 - Environment & Community Manager

18/08/2016Quick, no-fuss service!

I dealt with Phil Jennings Kwik Kopy Mascot - very helpful, professional and delivered on time.  
Would use them again for all my printing / copy needs

 Wool - Office Manager

18/08/2016Advertising for our company

I found the customer service provided by Emma Neems and Phil Jennings and quality of product 
to be exceptional. Thank you both.

 Bert - Senior Project Manager

4/08/2016Customer Service

My account manager is Phil Jennings who I found very professional and nothing was too much 
trouble. I would have no hesitation using Phil again and recommending business.

 Stewart - Business Development Manager

22/07/2016Great service
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I emailed my rep to request a quote and not only didn’t she push me to find out if I was going 
ahead with it, when the job was done, she delivered the products personally to the door of my 
business. It was a pleasure doing business with KK.

 Nicholas - Marketing Executive

14/07/2016Delivery with a smile

Phil and Emma at Mascot have helped me out on so many occasions. Phil has even stayed back 
later on a Friday evening to fix an error which was our fault for a presentation that needed 
rebinding. They have done all levels of work for us and when quoting against other suppliers Kwik 
Kopy (Mascot) was always competitive.

 VeeC - Studio Manager

25/05/2016Outstanding customer service

I deal with Kwik Kopy quite regularly & really appreciate the efforts of Emma Neems. She always 
goes above & beyond. So very helpful & patient.

 Dames - Sales & Marketing Specialist

7/03/2016Great Turnaround Time

Emma is very professional and respond very quickly. Print out work are great.

 Ashvin - Store Leader

29/12/2015Exceptional Service
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We have been using KK for printing all our construction project documentation, they are always 
on time, friendly and quality is 100%

 Zteam - Project Document Controller

11/12/2015Great Customer Service

Quick turnaround , in agreed time

 None - Mgr.

9/12/2015Great service,

Products are always of the highest standard and well priced.

 Katie - Business Development Manager

9/12/2015Great service, very friendly staff!



Contact us today to find out how 
we can help you.

www.mascot.kwikkopy.com.au


